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ABSTRACT 
Let 7: [0, l]-+[O, l] be a Markov map with respect to a partition 4, such that the 
O-l transition matrix M, induced by the intervals of !?1 is irreducible and not a 
permutation matrix. Then the O-l transition matrix M, induced by any other partition 
$ of [0, l] is irreducible. If M, is also primitive, then so is M2. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
A nonnegative matrix B is primitive if there exists an integer k such that 
Bk >0, i.e., all entries of Bk are positive. Direct verification of this property 
for large matrices can be very time consuming even on fast computers. A 
sufficient condition for Bk >0 is that it be fulZy indecomposable [l, p.123], 
i.e., that there exist no SX (n-s) submatrix of B consisting of zeros. This 
condition is, however, not necessary. 
The matrix B is reducible if there exists a permutation matrix Q such that 
Q’BQ has the form 
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where the matrices D and F are square. The matrix B is irreducible if it is not 
reducible. 
It is clear that B is primitive or irreducible if and only if the matrix g 
obtained from B by replacing each positive entry by 1 and leaving the 0 
entries unchanged is primitive or irreducible. 
Let C be an nXn O-l matrix. C can be associated with a directed graph 
having vertices ci, . . . , c,, and a directed edge cici for each nonzero entry cii of 
C. A directed graph is strongly connected if andaf, -- for each pair of 
nodes ci, ci, there is a directed path tick,, ck,ck2,. . . , ck,_,ci, connecting ci to ci. 
It is well known [5, p.281 that C is irreducible if and only if its directed graph 
is strongly connected. 
Let Z=[a,,a,] be an interval of the real line; let s={Z,}~x’=l be a 
partition of Z into intervals, and let r: Z-+Z be a map. We define the 
transition matrix of T induced by 4 to be the n X n matrix P= P, with entries 
given by 
Pii = 
A(Z, n7-l(Zi)) 
VZJ ’ 
where X is the Lebesgue measure on 1. Clearly pii is the proportion of the 
interval Ii which is mapped onto the interval I,. We let M= M, denote the 
O-l matrix induced by P. We shall also say A4 is induced by the partition 4. 
A piecewise continuous map 7: Z-+Z is called Mark00 if there exist points 
a,<a,<** . <a,_,<~, such that for i=O,l,...,n-I, we have that ri= 
r]r,, where Zi =(ui_i, ai) is a homeomorphism onto some interval (atcij, akci,). 
The partition 4 = {Ii}:_ 1 is referred to as a Marks partition with respect to 
7. We shall say S! is a strong Marks partition if the matrix M induced by 4 is 
irreducible and not a permutation matrix. 
In this note we consider the following problem. Let 4, be a Markov 
partition with respect to T, let gs be any other partition (usually finer than 
4,), and let M, and M, be the O-l matrices induced by 4, and !& respectively. 
Suppose M, is irreducible (primitive). Under what conditions on r will M, be 
irreducible (primitive)? Such a result is useful in generating large classes of 
irreducible or primitive matrices. It could also serve as a test for irreducibil- 
ity or primitivity of a large matrix by reducing it to a smaller one whose 
irreducibility or primitivity can be checked more readily. We show that if r 
satisfies a certain easily verifiable condition, then the foregoing question is 
answered in the affirmative, namely that the irreducibility (primitivity) of M, 
ensures the irreducibility (primitivity) of M,. In particular, this result is true 
for all piecewise linear Markov maps. 
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2. IRREDUCIBILITY AND PRIMITIVITY OF TRANSITION 
MATRICES 
DEFINITION 1. Let 7: I-PI be a map, and let s={Ij}~_l be a Markov 
partition of Z with respect to 7. If l~‘(x)[ > 0 on each Ii, we say 7 is in the 
class (3. If follows that 7 is nonsingular and piecewise monotonic with respect 
to the partition 4. 
Let 4, = {Ii}~~ 1 be a Markov partition of r E e, and let 5$ = { Z$}i”, 1 be 
any other partition (not necessarily Markov) of T. We say condition (A) is 
satisfied if for each K, E$,, 3ki and some i, I< i < n, such that Tag > Ii. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 4, be a Markov partition of I with respect to r, and let 
$ be any other partition of 1. Let M, and M, be the O-l matrices induced by 
4, and C$, respectively. Zf condition (A) is satisfied, then: (i) M, irreducible 
implies M, is irreducible, and (ii) M, primitive implies M, is primitive. 
Proof. (i): It suffices to show that for all i, j there exists a k such that 
7k( Ki)nKi contains an open interval. By condition (A), there exists ki such 
that rkl(K,)>I,,,. Now Kj n I, #0 for some 1. By the irreducibility of M,, 
there is a k’ such that am’> I,. Therefore, ~~‘+~l(K~)n Kj +a. 
(ii): The primitivity of M, implies that there exists an integer k such that 
for all i, rk(Z,)=Z and T~+‘(Z+)=Z. Let k’=k+k,. Then, by condition (A), 
we have T~‘( Ki) = I. Moreover, ~~‘+ll, Ki) = I. It follows that M,k’ and Mi’+’ 
both have nonzero entries in the jth position on the diagonal. Hence M, is 
primitive. n 
Let 511 = {Zi}y_pl be a fixed partition of I, and let 7 Ee. We define 
p= min A(Zi) 
i=l,...,ll 
and 
P 
‘= +y” ‘(‘i) ’ , .,n 
Let 7i =7 ( I,, and let Zi be the straight line joining the endpoints of am. 
Define 
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Note that Si = 1 if 7i is linear. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let K be an interval contained in IP, where T(I,)= 
U ~_lIPr+i for sme p’ and 9. Then 
where q(K)=X(K)/h(I,). 
REMARK. If -r(K)_>I, for some 9, then ~(7(K))=l. 
Proof. Since A( T( K)) > /$x(K) and 
we have 
E Wp,+jW) 
+(K)) HP j=’ 
W,) * 
Hence, 
WK)) 
5 V,,,j) 
2 +1(K). 
j-1 
n 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Zf r( ZJ = I,,, 
77(7(K)) > ~,G). 
Proof. pp =SpX(ZpJ. n 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 4, = {I+}&‘=; b e a strong Markov partition with rezpect 
to 7, and let 4 = {Kj}pl be any other partition of I. Then condition (A) is 
satisfied if 
+52 *4,(1+c)>1. 
Proof. We begin by defining a sequence K(l), ZZ@), . . . , K(i), . . . of inter- 
vals contained in the elements of $, with Kc’+‘) CT(&~)). Our aim is to show 
that the sequence {~z(K(‘))} attains the value 1 in a finite number of steps, 
i.e., K(l) is expanded to some set I,, thereby fulfilling condition (A). 
Let KE$,, and let Z’ESf, be such that KnZ’#@. Let Z@=KnZ’. 
Assuming that K(*) 5 ZP [if K (1) = I,, we are through], we define KC’+‘) as 
follows: 
Case 1: r:Zp+ZpT. 
ZpJ. 
Then Kc’+‘) =T(K(‘)) cZpr (since I$) >O, K(‘+‘)# 
Case 2: 7: Zp-+Uig_lZp,+i. There are three possibilities: 
(a) T(K(‘)) cZ this case, ei,zr+~~l,~~ 1 =G ld q. fien let KC’+‘) =7(K”)) CZpT+!i+!; 
= 1 or Kc’+‘) sZ,,+,. 
p,+l and we terminate the sequence with q( K 
(b) T( Kc’)) c Z p’tl u Zp’+l+l and T(K(‘)) intersects both intervals. Let 
H(k) =r(K(‘))” Z pS+l+kr k=O or 1. If for k=O or 1, H(k)=Zp,+l+k, we let 
Kc’+‘) =Nck) and we terminate the sequence with q(KCi+‘)) = 1. (If this 
condition holds for both H(O) and H cl), it does not matter which we choose 
for Kc’+‘).) Otherwise, let Kc’+‘) =ZZtk), where TZ(ZZ(~)) > v(Z’Z(~‘)), k’fk. 
(4 ~(K@))c Uf-&+l+s for some l<l<q, l<t<q-Z. Then by the 
piecewise continuity of 7, ZP,+l CT(K(‘)). Let KC’+‘) =Zp,+l, and the se- 
quence is terminated with v(K(‘+‘)) = 1. 
We now obtain a set of inequalities for Case 1 and Cases 2(a), (b), (c). 
Case 1: By the corollary of Lemma 2.1, we have 
17(K(i+‘)) >Q(K(‘)). (1) 
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Case 2(a): By Lemma 2.1, we have 
ap17(f$i)) ( A(K(‘+1)) 
qzp,+l) +cL 
A( K(i+l)) 
< Wpf+,) 
-AL- 
l+ Wp,+J 
< q( Kc’+‘)) 
1+c ’ 
ThUS, 
(24 
Case 2(b): Since T( Kc’)) CH(O) U H w 3 Lemma 2.1 yields 
Q( ZP) -G 
A( H(O)) A( H(l)) 
5 w,~+j) +5 w,,+i) 
i=l j-1 
<T#I”)+Tp)) 629(K(‘+‘)). 
ThUS, 
l>q(K(i+l)),~~(K(i)). cw 
It is clear from this construction that the sequence (Kc’)} only terminates 
if 3p such that K (P) E$. Then, condition (A) is satisfied. The remainder of 
the proof is devoted to showing that {Kc’)} must terminate. 
First, we show that if the sequence is infinite, then Case 2(b) cannot 
occur more than once. Suppose, to the contrary, that it occurs twice, i.e., Kc’) 
and K(i) are both derived by application of the Case 2(b) construction. Then 
T(Ki-l))=(u,Xp’+l)U(xp’+~, b), 
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where xP,+[ is a partition point of 4,. Then by the definition of Kc’) (i.e., it is 
equal to ZZ(‘) or H(l)), zrP,+r is an endpoint of Kc’). Now r maps partition 
points to partition points. By the monotonicity of T on each subinterval, it is 
easy to see that Z&-i) must be an interval with one of its endpoints a 
partition point of gr, say xP. By our assumption, 
where xP is mapped into either a ’ or b’. Since r is Markov, a’ or b’ is a 
partition point. Thus K (1) EL$ and the sequence terminates. Contradiction. 
Now let s be the index such that Kc’) is obtained from K(‘-‘) by applying 
the construction of Case 2(b). If this case does not occur, let s = 1. We now 
consider the sequence of numbers TJ( Kc”)), r~( K(‘+ ‘I), T(K(‘+~)), . . . . We note 
that if this sequence did not terminate, we would have q(KS+‘)) < 1 for all 
i > 0. 
It is clear that for all p >a, K(p+‘) can only be derived from the 
constructions of Case 1 or Case 2(a). For such p, let k be the smallest index 
such that K(p+k) is derived by applying Case 2(a). Let K(p+i) CZ,, Eg, for all 
0 < i < k. There can be no repetitions among the sequence { Zi,}$r, since the 
matrix M, is irreducible and hence the elements of 4, are aperiodic. 
Therefore, we must have k < n. If k=n, then M, would be a permutation 
matrix, contradicting the assumption. Thus k#n, and by the inequality (l), 
we have 
dK (p+k-1)) > 4,. . - &J( Kcp)). 
It follows that 
dK (p+k)) > I$,. . . Si,_,(l+c)+dp’) 
i.e., 
?1(K (p+W) > 6,. . . &,(l+c)~(K’~)), 
since the 4, are all distinct. 
Consider now the subsequence {q(K’“‘), T(K(~+~I)), ~(K(S+kl+kz)r.. ., 
v(K (s+%W), . . . }, w h ere k, is the index defined above corresponding to 
p=s+E:;:ki. Then 
4K (s+%W) > [ ,j,~,. . . S,,(l+c)]“rj(K’“‘) > 1 
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for t sufficiently large, since S,Ss . . * 6,(1+ c) > 1, by hypothesis. This con- 
tradicts the statement that q( KS+‘)) < 1 for all i > 0. n 
REMARK 1. The restriction that the induced matrix M, cannot be a 
permutation matrix is necessary, as is seen from the following example. Let 
r : [0,3]+[0,3] be the piecewise linear map defined by r(O) = 1, ~(2 -) = 3, 
7(2+)=0,7(3)-l. Let g,={(O,l), (1,2), (2,3)}. Then 
0 1 0 
M,=O 0 1, 
I I 1 0 0 
which is a permutation matrix and irreducible. 
Consider now the partition % = {(0,0.5) (0.5, l), (1,1.5), (1.5,2), (2,2.5), 
(2.5,3)}. Then the O-l matrix induced by $, is 
f. 0 1 0 0 0 
000100 
M,= 000010 
000001 
100000 
<O 1 0 0 0 0 
I 
The directed graph associated with M, consist of two disjoint cycles: 
l-3+5+1 and 2-~4+6-+2. Clearly then, M, is not irreducible. 
REMARK 2. Since &=l, i-l ,..., n, for r piecewise linear, the suf- 
ficiency condition in Theorem 2.2 reduces to 1+ c > 1, which is always true. 
Hence Theorem 2.1 is true for T piecewise linear. 
We now combine Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to obtain a statement of the 
main result. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 511 be a strong Markov partition of I with respect to r 
satisfying S,S,- . f i&(1 + c) > 1. Let C& be any other partition of 1. Let M, and 
M, be the O-l matrices induced by g1 and 4, respectively. Then M, is 
irreducibb. Zf M, is also primitive, then so is M,. 
We now present two examples to show that Theorem 2.3 need not hold if 
gr is not Markov. 
(1) Consider the piecewise linear map r : [0, l]+[O, l} defined by the 
conditions r(O) =0, ~(0.5 -) = 1, 7(0.5+) =0.9, and r(1) =0.4. Let g1 = 
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{(0,0.5), (0.5,l.O)). Clearly 4, is not a Markov partition, but the induced 
matrix 
is obviously primitive. Consider now the partition 4 = ((0, 0.4), 
(0.4,0.5), (0.5,0.8), (0.8,l.O)). The matrix induced by $s is 
Since the interval (0,0.4) cannot be reached from any of the other intervals, 
M, is reducible and hence cannot be primitive. 
(2) Consider the continuous map 7: [0, l]+[O, l] defined by 
I 
2x+;, o<x<+, 
r(x)= -2x+;, a <x<:, 
2x-g, i<x<l. 
Let 4, ={(O,a),(i,$),($,l)}. Then the induced matrix 
0 
M,=l I 
1 1 
11 1 1 0 1 
is clearly primitive. Now, let 4 = { (0 ‘) (’ ‘) (’ 3) (2 1)). The induced ‘4 ’ 4’2 ’ 2’4 ’ 4’ 
matrix 
M2= 
<o 0 1 1 
0 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 
.1 10 0 
is not irreducible. Clearly 4, is not a Markov partition. 
DEFINITION. Let T: Z-+-Z be a map. We say it is f&Z [2] if for any interval 
A cZ, h(A) > 0, there exists a finite m > 0, where m depends on A, such that 
r”(A)=Z. 
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We now state the following consequence of Theorem 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let 4, be a strong Markov partition of I with respect to 
r satisfying: (i) IS,&. . . 6,(1+ c) > 1 and (ii) M, is primitive. 77wn r is full. 
DEFINITION. Let r: I-+Z and a: I+I be maps. We say r and u are 
topologically conjugate if there exists a homeomorphism h : Z--+Z such that 
o=h-loroh. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let r and u be topologically conjugate. Then r is full if 
and only if o is. 
Proof. It follows from the definition of topological conjugacy that 
Let A, X(A) > 0, be any interval in I, and assume r is full. Then 
o”(A)=h-‘or”(h(A)). 
Since r is full, there exists I such that r ‘( h( A)) = 1. Since h is a homeomor- 
phism, a’(A)=h-‘(Z)=I. Th e p roof in the other direction is identical. n 
EXAMPLE. The maps u(x)=4x(l-x) and 
r(x) = 1 2x9 O<X<& 2(1-x), f <x< 1 
on [0, l] are topologically conjugate. By Corollary 2.2, r is full. Hence u is 
full, yet 6, = 6, = 0 for u. 
Before completing this section, we give a simple example of a class of 
nonlinear maps satisfying 6,6,. . . a,(1 +c)> 1. Let 7: [O,l]+[O, l] be given 
bY 
r(x) = I 4x1, o<x+, 2x- 1, i<x<l. 
Since the partition is equal, c = 1. Since r 1 (;,I1 is linear, 6, = 1. Hence, what is 
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required is that 6, > f, i.e., 
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inf]a’(X)] > 1. 
3. EXAMPLES 
(1) Let r:[1,5]-+[1,5] be the piecewise linear map defined by 7(1)=3, 
r(2) = 5, 7(3) = 4, r(4) =2, and 7(5)=1. Let Sr={(l,2),(2,3),(3,4),(4,5)} and 
$_ = {(1,1.4),(1.4,2), (2,2.4),(2.4,3.0), (3.0,3.8), (3.8,4.0), (4.0,4.6),(4.6,5.0)}. 4, 
is a Markov partition inducing the primitive matrix 
ro 0 1 11 
MC0 ! 1 0 0 0 1 I 110’ 1   0 
Hence the matrix 
M,= 
00001000 
00000111 
00000001 
00000010 
00011100 
00100000 
01000000 
10000000 
induced by $_ is primitive, although clearly it is not fully indecomposable. 
(2) Let T and 4, be as in example (1). Let 
be an equal partition of [l, 51 consisting of n 
induced by $n is 
‘0 0 A, 
0 0 0 
M,= 
0 c, R 
I:, 0 0 
n be divisible by 8, -and let g,, 
subintervals. Then the matrix 
B* 
Cl 
0 ’ 
0 
where each block is an (n/4) X (n/4) matrix and the nonzero blocks are 
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defined as follows. Let H, and G, be (n/8) X (n/4) band matrices given by 
H,, = 
G, = 
Define 
1 1 0 0 *a* 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 *** 0 0 0 0 
. . . . . . . , * . . . . . . , . . 
;, (j ;, I;, . . . i i 6 6 
0 0 0 0 *-* 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 -.* 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 *** 1 1 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . *. . . . . . . . . 
0 0 1 1 *.: 6 6 0 ;, 
1 1 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 
A”=(f), B/($). c+$ q=(g). 
1: is the (n/4) x (n/4) k s ew diagonal matrix. Since M, is primitive, so is M,, 
where n > 8 is divisible by 8. 
(3) Consider the map 7: [0, l]-+[O, l] defined by 
r(x) = 
i 
2x, O<X<& 
-2x+2, $<x<l. 
The Markov partition $ = { (0, f ), (f ,I)} induces the primitive matrix 
Now let us define the partition 
g”={(-&i) ,...> (f,f),($;),(;>$), 
($a) ,..., (l-+&))? 
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where n+ 1 is even. $, is not a Markov partition (5 is not a partition point). 
The 2n x 2n matrix induced by $ is 
where A,, B,,, A,, 3” are n X n matrices defined as follows: 
r 
11-~~10~*~00 
00-~~01-~~00 
00~~~01~~‘00 
oo... 001~~00 
oo*.. 001~~00 
A,=’ ’ 
. . . . 
. . . 1 0 
. . 1 0 
. . 0 1 
. . 0 1 
. . 0 0 
()o........()() 
where the first row consists of (n+3)/2 l’s followed by O’s; 
0 
B”= I 1 0 0 0 . . . 0 1 ; 
0 1 1 1 ... 1 
and &, & are obtained from A,, B, respectively by interchanging the rows, 
i.e., the first row becomes the last, the second row the second to last, and so 
on. By our results, M, is primitive. 
We remark that as simple as the transformation of this example is, it can 
generate, by appropriate choices of the partitions, large classes of sparse, but 
primitive matrices. It would be interesting to obtain a characterization of all 
the matrices induced by partitions for r. 
4. A CONSEQUENCE OF FULLNESS 
Let T be a full Markov map satisfying 
cc >a=supl~‘(x)I > ~T’(x)[ >infJr’(z)I=fi>O. (3) 
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In view of Corollary 2.2 we know that a Markov map 7 with respect to a 
strong Markov partition is full if it satisfies the condition S,S, * . . a,(1 +c) > 1 
and the induced matrix M is primitive. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 7: [0, l]-+[O, l] be a full Murkov map, and let 9 denote 
its partition points. Then IJ rz-l~ -‘(Y) is dense in [0, 11. 
Proof. Suppose the result is not true. Then there exists an interval 
A = (a, b) of positive Lebesgue measure such that ~j( a) B ?? and Ti( b) e G_i’ for 
all i. Hence, there does not exist an integer j such that 7’(A) = [0, 11, 
contradicting the fullness of 7. n 
Let 4={Z1,..., Z,} denote the partition on [0, l] defined by 9, and let 
P=mi%=~,.,.,, h(Z,), where X is the Lebesgue measure on [O,l]. From now 
on let 7 denote a piecewise linear Markov map satisfying (3). 
LEMMA 4.2. r2 is piecewise linear on the partition defined by the 
partition points 9?z=r-‘(9) undT2(92)C9. 
Proof. Let Z,(u,_,, ui) E 5f and Iii = 7-l(Zi) n Zi. Then Iii= 
(T-‘(ui_l)> 7 -‘(ai))nZi or (T-‘(a,),~-‘(ai_,))nZi. Without loss of gener- 
ality, we assume the former to be true. Since Iii cZi, T is linear on Iii and 
7(Zii)=Zi. But 7 is linear on Ii. Hence 7’ is linear on Iii. Also, since 
T’( Iii) = T( Ii), it follows that 7’ takes the endpoints of Iii into 9, n 
COROLLARY 4.3. 7’ is piecewise linear on the partition points defined by 
the partition points Ty, =7-‘(S) and ~~(9~) ~9. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let r be a piecewise linear Murkotz map which is full and 
satisfies (3). Then there exists an integer m, such that for m > m,,, 
infj(7m(x))‘)>1. (4) r 
Proof. Let 7’ have partition points Tl. By Lemma 4.1, we can choose 1 
large enough so that 4,, the partition defined by Tl, has the property that the 
largest interval in 9l has Lebesgue measure less than p, i.e., less than the 
smallest interval in the original partition 4. Now, on each Zf E ‘??l, 7’ is linear 
and ~‘(‘?i’~) c 9. Hence 7’(Zf)=Zi, where Ii is some interval of 4. Since 
A(Zj)>X(Zf), it follows that I(~“(x))‘l=h(Z~)/h(Zf)=M~>l. Thus 
inf 1(7’)‘1> min Mf sM> 1. 
r I!E4, 
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Using the chain rule, we get 
inf)(rk’)‘]>Mk 
x 
and 
inf](r(k+l)l)‘(>Mk+l. 
x 
Suppose now 
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(5) 
inf](7 kz+i)’ < 1 
x 
for some 1 < i < 1. Then in order to satisfy (5), we must have a’-’ > Mk+‘. 
But k can be chosen sufficiently large so that this is impossible. Hence, we 
ca;find an m, = kl sufficiently large so that for all m > ma, inf, ](r*)‘] > 1. n 
REMARK. Theorem 4.2 is in a sense a partial converse to the main result 
of [3]. There it is shown that if a piecewise C2 map 7 satisfies inf,](r’)‘[ > 1 
for some 1, then r admits an absolutely continuous invariant measure. For T 
piecewise linear, Markov, and possessing an irreducible transition matrix, it 
follows from the representation of the Frobenius-Perron operator given in [4] 
that 7 admits an absolutely continuous invariant measure. By Theorem 4.1 
such a map must have slope greater than one in absolute value after a finite 
number of iterations. 
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